
WHAT IS THE BUSINESS PROBLEM?

Can we pin down the specific business issue 
we need to tackle?

What are the business and HR metrics that are 
involved particular issue we are trying to solve?
Is it so clear that we can build a testing model?

RESEARCH DESIGN

Do we have a research question?

What are my dependent and explanatory variables? 
How are these variables measured? Are they 
available or do we need to collect the data?
Do we have the capability in-house or should we hire 
a consultant? What statistical technique would be 
useful?

DATA MANAGEMENT

Ecosystem, Database, or both?

How can we extract and interrogate the data we need 
to test? Do they belong to different databases?
Can we do it through a data warehouse system or do 
we have to build one?
What are the skills needed for the extraction, 
cleaning, manipulation and merging of data?

HR ANALYTICS
- A game-changer if one knows how to use it -

DATA SYSTEMS

Putting out a fire or long term infrastrucure? 

Whether our data infrastructure is big or small, is it 
designed for the long run?
Do we need an ample budget or can we use open 
source technology? 
Can we work towards a business intelligence 
ecosystem or is it too early?
Do we have support from the leadership team?
 
 



 
Data terminology is not interchangeable

Ecosystem or Data Lake: combination of programs that 
together supports a large scale app. Here we store raw 
and unstructured data (Example: Hadoop).
 
Data warehouse: platform where we store processed, 
structured, aggregated and partitioned data (Example: 
Teradata, Alteryx, Cloudera, or Apache Hive).
 
Query language: language used to interrogate a 
database, modify, join, add or merge data.
 
SQL (sequel): structured query language used to     
interrogate databases.
 
Hive: query language based on SQL and designed by 
Facebook.
 
Statistical analysis of big data: traditional statistical  
techniques run through packages able to manage big 
data: Python, R, SPSS.
 
Python-based packages: Jupyter, Spider, NumPy, 
StatsModel, etc.
 
 

DATA KNOW-HOW & ANALYSIS

DATA VISUALISATION

INTERPRETATION & STORYTELLING

An image goes a long way

Are we able to transmit the findings through user-
friendly visualisation tools?
Can our colleagues understand the graphics with 
ease?
Are our visuals able to convey actionable meaning?
Tableau & QlikView can be manipulated with Python, 
which is open source.
 

Communicate impact

What does the output mean for the organisation or 
for a specific HR practice?
Are we translating the statistical output into a 
interesting and meaningful story?
Is the impact of this research quantifiable? What are 
the direct and indirect effects?
How do I convey the findings into an action plan?
 



SKILLS OF THE HR ANALYTICS PARTNER

Unique profile

Business and HR acumen
HR metrics
Exposure to HRIS (e.g. Workday, SuccessFactors)
Research design, data collection, data management 
and statistical analysis (descriptives, correlations, 
factor analysis, t-tests, regressions)
Knowledgable of the HR Analytics management cycle 
from end to end
Project Management skills
Knowledgable of data science tools available in 
terms of ecosystems, databases and languages that 
are used for data analytics
Knowledgable and some exposure to open 
source/licenced data science tools (SQL, Excel, 
SPSS, Tableau...)
Ability to identify business and HR needs in the data
Ability to uncover stories in HR data to redefine HR 
strategy and practices
Leverage the work of leaders and colleagues through 
the insights the team delivers
Training and mentoring other leaders 
Ability to manage cross-disciplinary projects (data 
infrastructure engineers, data scientists and HR 
colleagues / Team Leads)
Compelling storytelling able to drive action
 
 BE MINDFUL OF...

Small print

GDPR and ethical considerations in the use of HR 
data
 
The most efficient HR analytics and insights do not 
operate under a substantial budget necessarily: work 
with open source software and programming 
languages
 
There is no need for a sophisticated ecosystem to 
produce interesting data-driven decision making. The 
data infrastructure is important though, count with 
the help of data infrastructure / computer systems 
engineers
 
The HR analytics partner's skillset is unique and rare, 
PhDs across disciplines using quantitative data 
analysis can be a good starting point, provided they 
have some business/HR acumen or exposure
 
The HR analytics team should enjoy considerable 
autonomy to design, undertake and manage projects
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